
Human Risk Management for 
Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC)

Living Security’s Human Risk 
Management platform, Unify is a 
powerful and proven intelligence 
engine using human risk insights with 
granular precision to help identify and 
mitigate specific risky behaviors. 

The cyber threat landscape is constantly evolving, creating obstacles for GRC 
professionals to keep policies updated that effectively address the emergence 
of new attack vectors and vulnerabilities. This is further compounded by:

Pain Points of Mitigating Human Risk
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Lack of integration with existing security and HR systems to  
highlight human risk.

Limited resources to focus on human risk management initiatives. 

Balancing security and user experience to gain the buy-in and  
adoption of policies to make them effective. 



Identify internal risk
by integrating data from your 
existing security tools to 
identify vigilant and vulnerabile 
employees by identity threats, 
data loss, malware, phishing, 
and social engineering.

Protect against cyberattacks
by initiating policy and training 
interventions powered by AI 
recommendations through nudges 
that accelerate behavior change 
with step-by-step guidance. 

Report security vigilance 
with actionable scorecards that 
foster a security-conscious 
culture, boost employee 
confidence, and drive safer, 
more vigilant security behaviors. 

Benefits of Unify
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It starts by understanding the individual, their motivations, and the specific vulnerabilities they present. Embracing 
this shift is the key to unlocking a future where human risk isn’t just mitigated, but transformed into a powerful line 
of defense against the ever-evolving cyber threatscape. 

Living Security’s Unify flips the script by helping you move beyond generic policies, giving you the ability to track 
and implement controls that are tailored to address specific risky behaviors. This comprehensive human risk 
intelligence engine and training platform empowers you to unleash the true potential of your human firewall and 
spark lasting change in your security culture.

The Human Risk Management Solution

Forrester predicts that 90% of data breaches will include the human 
element in 2024.

Predictions 2024: Cybersecurity, Risk, And Privacy
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Step 1: 
Identify the number of identities who 
are utilizing MFA, gauge trends in 
behavior over time, and focus on key 
areas of the organization. 

Step 3:   
Choose from a Living Security 
Training campaign or create your 
own custom campaign. 
> For this use case, Living Security 
Training has been selected.

Step 2A:  
View the full list of identities who 
are not adhering to MFA policy by 
name, human risk index score, role, 
department, and location.

Step 2B:  
Click the Create Action Plan button 
to assign training or communicate 
with the users.

Using Identity and Event Data in Unify 
Unify harnesses data-driven insights to help you personalize training to those that need it most and mitigate 
risk effectively. Outsmart cyber threats before they strike by zeroing in on the riskiest human behaviors that 
fuel phishing attacks, malware, data loss, insider threat, and account compromise, and create automated 
training targeting those at-risk users. 

Use Case: Improve Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) Adherence
Measure the adherence of using MFA among those with elevated user access and identify users who need to 
be nudged or trained about the importance of MFA adoption. 

Critical Capabilities



Living Security’s Unify platform is able to easily answer your questions allowing you to take action 
and change behaviors while showing a return on security awareness and training efforts. Are you 
ready to see the power of Unify?  

Get Started Today! 
Contact a Living Security Unify specialist at livingsecurity.com/request-demo

Step 4:  
In seconds, set up an action plan by 
choosing the appropriate intervention 
(training, nudges, etc.) to drive behavioral 
change and pick the insights important for 
tracking the progress of the action plan. 

Step 5:  
Track and report on the progress of your training that 
was executed in your action plan, giving you the ability 
to measure if the users have effectively changed their 
behavior.
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